About the Editorial Advisory Committee

Description: The Editorial Advisory committee provides relevant and timely information to support pharmacists in their practice and assist in the general framework of the Illinois Pharmacist magazine. It should be beneficial for pharmacists with the overriding position to show non-members the advantages of joining IPhA.

Meetings: The Editorial Advisory Ctte will convene at the direction of the committee chair at least quarterly or as needed from time to time.

Reports To: Committee will report their recommendations to the IPhA Board of Directors.

Goals/Objectives:
1. Advise monitor and direct content and makeup of Illinois Pharmacist magazine
2. Supply clinical information content
3. Outline and restrict irrelevant content
4. Advise in general framework
5. Advise monitor and direct content and make up of E-Info Exchange electronic newsletter
6. Advise, monitor and direct content of the IPhA website